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very few foliations

are alg. integrable!
Usually leaves are transcendents
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Mori theory seems to
work for foliations.--

Thi (Miyaoka, Bogomolan, McQuillon,
Sampana-Paun/
det(Ty)* is not

pseudo-effective, b.g, 5 a
movable saw a S.P.

det (Ty)*. CO
/
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Det kywelldivison
1.1. 8(K7)= (det Ty)*

at. Kx notpset
Xunruled

ky notpset-
Iunruled.

o the results.--

on 2,3-folds MMP

for foliations works.

<no assumption of algo
-

integrable foliations)



Isamples
·X-> Zsmooth maphism
and I is the associated

foliation

ky =kx1z
·X -> E equidemenscont
ky =kxz -[(1-1)
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NECX/5) =[I]T*...an kit
by taking ramified covers

Iexamples when

kxs my, butky is not.

⑦When are the relative

Kx/5 -MMP and Ky-MMP
the same?



Des Property (*)

(x,B)1z has (X)

1) Ito be smooth

2) (X,B) log canonical

3) I Es Zsnc sit

I"(2) =BV
4)for any Ds Z s.t.

D+E sic

(X, B+f*D) Ic.

Remark & equidmensland
a reduced fibres

equivalent to local stability



Thm (ACSS) it

f:(X,B) -> Z satisfies(X)

Then

ky+B =(kx+B) -

and moreover
(*(kz+)
disarminat

k+B MMP ·depends on
sizy of

is a relative Sibes)
kx +B -MMP.

Remark relative MMA

gives relative netness



But... K7+Bh is

globally notcon all ofX)

PI replaced Hodge theory
by Foliated bend t

break. A

EX E not (*)
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(X,f*D) =(X,25 +G)
not k

(X, E +G) -z

2 =D

[e]

[C]I (kx+2x43
en



Cor Existence of CX)

modifications

(Think at modification

Can Cone theorem for

organoircalfoliated
pairs (7,B) when

I alg, integrable.



A pair (7, B) is log
canonical if

KIB Q-Cartier

and for all bir

Memphism
:x-X

ky+4YB =i*(ky+B)
+[aBE

az(7,B)>, - (E)
1 it I not inv

g(z) =So it t is inve



E invariantmean

E is a union of

leaves

(Ialso integrable
↳is verticalfor

fibration)

Remak (7,B) log came

Aample divisorthe
in genel for any
Dwa
17, B+D) not log cancel.



·Bertini fails for

toroidal morphisms.
·Base pointtree fails

for foliations.
seven for also int)



Thi (Cascini-S.) X kH
⑫-Ea

(7,B) dc alg. integrable
foliated pair,assume
terminationof loy flips
in dims rank I,
Then I k7+B MMP

6:X ----> X) ine.

a sequence
of slips/dir.

contractions sit.

either



i) Ky+Bis not
ii) Y's Z
- (ky1 +B) t-ample.

PS Hardest partis

proving contractionthi

(X,7,) ---- -> (X, !,5
k5+5xI 0-Mmp

(X,7,B) a se terminatio
here.



run a smart

kx+ MMP

to contactall the

divisors extracted by
(A) modificatin

-
X ---- -Xt

xt is the flip/divisonl
contraction.



HR is a supporty hypulp
to extreme ray

mHr - kx
one is ample

not- kxt

->His semi-ampte



axxxAq(C)
C

Kexya*bis,net
not semi-

ample

(kex/+d).d =0

=>bpt false
for foliations



& (7,B+A) dc
B30 Aample
4B+Abig +mf

=>semi-ample?

3 Golds yes.
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